
KANT GIVES BIRTH TO
THREE (CRITICAL)

DISCOURSES

noumenal

Critique of Pure Reason (1781)

Judgment as a structuring
device (property of mind/lens)

operation of hidden & unconscious order

Operation & Embrace of
(conscious) system of order

phenomenal beautiful

Critique of Judgment (1790)

sublime

Operation &
Internalisation of (unconscious) system

of order

When 'grounded'
in imagistic

practice, Kantian
thought takes on

an 'ideological' political context

Functional De-sign of the Modern
Period (1920's through to the end of the 1960's)

The other polarity in
Modern(ist) design is open,

materialist and experimental

Modernist experimentation
and embrace of

technology/synthetic
materials. Remember that

Modern design was
innovative and aimed at

emancipation and utopian
political equality

Ideal/Universal
Function

Form follows function

Trellick Tower
(London)

Adherence to pictorial grid

Belief in progress /
development of a universal style

Rationalist/Technocratic

Distrust of fashion
(ephemerality)

focus instead on
evolutionary

(functionalist)
epistemology

TENSION BETWEEN
MODERNISM AND

CAPITALISM (IDEOLOGICAL CONFRONTATION)Modernism
seeks design 'truth'

wants to settle on or arrive at
principles of 'good design' - a

common language

Russian Constructivism

modernist designers
learned much from the

European artistic avant-garde

Capitalism -
novelty

produces sales

Advertisers
attracted by
semiotics of
Modernism

Less
attractive to advertisers as

it settles into a
'style'

A Modern 'style'

asymetry in layout 

sans serif typface -
variabel weights and sizes 'grid addressing'

devices (rulers) - to
lead the eye and to
establish emphasis

acceptance/incorporation of the photographic

embraced in apolitical fashion by
British designer: Informational emphasis upon

clarity of presentation 

use of vertical and
horizontal lines to
express dynamics

signifiers of modernityDaDa - mass
media,

urbanism,
modern

technology

Kurt Schwitters -
advertising agency

life, equality,
emancipation, society,

collectivity

utility

embrace of the new

America 1950's: Branding &
Corporate Identity

Provide single clear identity
as umberella for different

aspects of business

simplicity, clarity transcend
national

boundaries

Product photography

supernatural clearness

sharp focus, attention to
detail, isolation of object

heightened realism
(materialism)

machine aesthetic

experimental
techniques - specific to
technology of camera

photomontage -
photogram

Hostility to
ornamentation
(rejection of

Baroque/Rococo)

Hostility to serif fonts - promotion
of sans-serif fonts

(Serifs shown in red below) seen as
innessential affectations

Sans Serif
('without serif')

typographic 'reform' -
legibility, efficiency

Conceptual
(Re)-Presentation

IDEOLOGY

Before there is thnking there is an
IMAGE of Thought (Deleuze)

>>>>THIS WAY to
post-structuralism

Images are never 'Innocent'

Zizek
(Marxist/Psychoanalytic/Lacanian)

Cinema tells us what
to desire - constructs

our desires

Berger - Ways of Seeing

value laden
perception
(selection)

every image embodies
a way of seeing

reception
mode of

presentation

Marx

Infrastructure
(Economic)

Superstructure
(Cultural)

Culture is determined by
economic forces

cultural Illusions mask and
perpetuate class inequality

institutions
common sense

Cinema as institution -
escapism becomes entrapment

compare Vertov's view of cinema 

Man with a
movie camera

Social documentary practice
(cf mobile phones)

means of production

Symbolic' real

necessity of 'virtualisation' in
the face of the TRAUMA of the

Real (connects to noumenal/sublime)

Fictions structure reality. Abstraction/inflection is the
source of a kind of (limited) freedom

Hidden (unconscious)
Systems of

Order

Potential for Radical Subjectivity

differentiation of lens
(refraction as opposed
to reflection/passing

through)

This is developed by post-structuralist
critics, who notice a certain potential in

Kantian concerning constructed nature of
perception and operation of the sublime

Discourse of the Real

noumenal sublime


